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High light  
intensity led system
for the 4600 Xtreme
spraygun

Highly ef�cient 4500 Kelvin led that replicates 
the sun light. Perfect spray control of metallics, 
pearls and clear coats.
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DEMONSTRATION 

VIDEO

Improvement of �nish quality 
As in the colour base, a better control of layer dispersion 
and fan pattern overlap will be achieved avoiding irregular 
clear coat supply (lack or excess material), gloss 
irregularities, load irregularity (orange peel).

High precision visual control in colours spray 
Visual control of layer coverage and fan pattern overlap, as well 
as correct orientation of metallic particle or pearl effect avoiding 
variations of tone due to bad dispersion of particles and/or 
mottling due to lack or excess of paint supply.



AltairLED
Technical bene�ts

Technical Information 
• Leds 4500 kelvin (CRI: 92) 
• Lithium batteries 3.7 V 4.07 Wh AA size
• 510 lumens of light scattering
• Batteries life Level 1: 160 minutes
  Level 2: 80 minutes
• Weight: 118 g. (0.26 lbs) with batteries

No shadows
Thanks to its specific design and mounting on the gun, the pattern 
light does not interfere with any part of the gun avoiding shadows 
that can hinder vision.

Sunny light much 
more shiny.

Support lighting in interior 
areas with many shaded 
areas. 

Ergonomic design
The lighting equipment is perfectly 
integrated on the spraygun body 
without altering its center of gravity 
and its balance.
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Two levels of light
Two light levels can be 
selected.

Construction
Made of high-resistance polyamide providing 
great durability against impacts. Leds area with 
stainless steel and glass cover that guarantees 
a perfect dispersion of light and easy cleaning.

CLIP&GO system
It is assembled in a CLIP without 
the need of disassembling any 
element from the gun.

Level 1 Level 2 Lighting Kit Lithium batteries Battery charger


